
Approach 2 - gateway beacon

Walls

A mural could be developed to celebrate the 
neighbourhood and encourage positive attitudes 
towards the neighbourhood. The artwork could be 
developed in collaboration with the residents to 
express their hopes, beliefs and aspirations for the 
community.

Examples shown include: 
Tung Chung Artwalk
The fi rst public art garden established in a public 
housing estate in Hong Kong. 

The giant mural at Cheung Wang Estate, Tsing Yi 
was unveiled in 2004 to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of public housing development in Hong 
Kong.

Mural at Yau Tong
A 26 m by 4 m mural painting, titled “Let’s Give Yau 
Tong a New Look”, was unveiled in Yau Tong Estate 
in 2006. 

The mural has blended in 25 winning designs of a 
competition held among students and residents in 
the district. The diverse subjects and styles speak 
of the participants’ impression and expectation of 
the Yau Tong community.

Grafi tti Artwork, Victoria, Australia
About 20 youths from the Banksia Gardens housing 
estate and schools across the city of Hume in 
Victoria, Austarlia have helped create a grafi tti 
artwork that will be placed on a wall of the estate.

Other forms of artwork could be considered to bring 
life to a blank facade, sometihng as simple as an 
imaginative colourful climbing planti display.

Risot Decorative Wall Panel by Massimo Battaglia
This metal wall hanging (far right) is attractive on 
its own but  can be used to help grow climbers 
along a wall. This idea could be taken forward fto 
develop a decorative panel for the neighbourhoods 
which could be used on a blank gable end on one 
of CSM’s properties. Carefully selected climbing 
plants could be grown up the wall, providing an eye 
catching display.

Hulme Library Mural - celebrates local history and regeneration. Loved by many people within the 
community, it brightens up a dull wall, whilst uniting the community and bringing civic pride. A local artist 
could be commissioned to develop a mosaic or alternatives could be explored using recycled materials to 
create a “greener” artwork.
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Approach 3 - Modular System 
Repetitive Element
Single element or material repeated across 
each neighbourhood - detail of each would be 
tailored to suit the relevant neighbourhood. The 
community could get involved to infl uence the 
content of the artwork.

 Stonework  / Seating
 Walls
 Signage
 Picture Frame
 Bird / Bat Boxes

Drift Park, Rhyll, BCA Landscape
Giant “pebbles” provide informal seats within this maritime park. 
The distinctive “pebble” shape, creates a rythmn which is something
that could be explored for the neighbourhoods. A unique shape 
could be used for a seat or bench across all the neighbourhoods. 
This recognisable form could then be embelished or customised to 
refl ect themes specifi c to each neighbourhood.

....Interactive
Local school children could get involved to decorate a large boulder or they could choose object they would like 
to be fi xed into it to create a mini-climbing frame.  

Peter Randall Page
This sculptor carves regular and natural patterns on granite 
boulders.

Marine Hall Gardens, 
Fleetwood, BCA Landscape 
(Work in progress photo) above 
and to the left below - 
Carved granite boulders 
which will be installed in the 
new gardens at Fleetwood as 
informal, sculptural seats.

Miro
Everyday objects selected and 
used to create his artwork. 
This concept could be used on 
the neighbourhoods to engage 
the community, It could 
possibly be used to help 
inform play or just bring 
interest, colour or texture to the 
neighbourhood.

Stonework / Seating

Tung Chung Artwalk 
Painted Stones in Sau Mau Ping South
The Stone Painting project brought together 
more than 100 residents, students and 
artists to paint 20 indigenous boulders in the 
estate.



Approach 3 - Modular System - tailored to each neighbourhoo

Walls / Signage

Fittonhill, Oldham, BCA Landscape
Large plinths with zinc plates were placed at entrances into 
the estate to announce the street name and provide local 
historic information. Local residents and school children 
helped to produce the imagery and information. The 
artwork, consisting of over 40 different designs,  created a 
recognisable form throughout the neighbourhood.

Drift Park, Rhyll, BCA Landscape
A curved acid etched concrete wall provides an 
interesting scupltural shelter. The wall depicts scenes 
from the past. A similar technique could be brought to 
the neighbourhoods; the wall could be very low and 
could double up as seat. Artwork could be derived from 
resident’s own photos or old newspaper articles or 
leafl ets from events relating to the neighbourhood.

Burscough Bridge, BCA Landscape / Smiling Wolf
Historic imagery hinting at times gone by . . . 

Plaques could be set into a wall to reference neighbours past 
and present.



Spontaneous City in the Tree of Heaven by London Fieldworks, London. Inspired by the 
surrounding high rise housing as part of the Secret Garden Project which places scuplture in 
lesser known green spaces in London.

....competition to design your own?
Local school children could get involved to design a new bird or bat box as part of a competiiton or residents 
could be offered the opportunity to develop a specifi c bird box for their neighbourhood...

Adventure Ecology and Phillips de Pury & Company invited 
internationally renowned artists and designers to design bird, bat and 
bee boxes from recylced materials, using the Auction Houses’s own 
waste

Approach 3 

The modular system could even be used for a functional item such as a bird or bat box..... this 
would promote bio-diversity, could be as cheap or as expensive as funds permit and would be 
something everyone could be involved in.



Picture Frame / Cabinet

West End Gardens, Morecambe, Steve Broadbent / BCA Landscape
This giant picture frame frames a beautiful view and acts as an impromptu seat. This idea woucl be used on blank gable ends 
of properties to frame some artwork, bringing the inside outside.

A collection of items selected by the residents could be preserved for all to see as a marker of what is important to them. 
They could be encapsulated within a cabinet or cast into concrete or even placed within a time capsule, acting as a constant 
reminder of this period, marking the change to the neighbourhood for future generations to come...

Concept visual showing how the picture frame idea could be used to liven up blank gable ends. 
The artwork could even be like a notice board with a series of images “posted” onto the wall. The 
“inside / outside” concept could be extended to include seating like the Chesterfi eld seat to further 
play on the living rooom idea.



Artwork Themes

Aim:
to create a community, neighbourhood, “home,” sense of ownership, sense of belonging, instil a sense of pride in residents

“Home, the spot of earth supremely blest,
A dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest.”
Robert Montgomery



Artwork Themes

Cultural Likes
Music - favourite tracks / albums / bands
Theatre - actors / plays / venues e.g BBC Hippodrome
Film + TV - actors / favourite fi lms / local actors + fi lming
Poetry

People  / Demographics
Memories / stories / anecdotes
Languages / country of origin
yongest to eldest residents
celebrate neighbourhood champions past, present and future
Wartime heroes - past and present

Historic
timeline into the future
Regimental barracks 
Ordnance survey maps, old photos
Old buildings - pubs, shops, schools

Environmental
Favourite public realm - pictures
Local landmark trees

Technological
Augmented reality - applications to link to City South’s website; 
Tenants and Resident’s website; 
Local Community page;  
or view an overlay of an historic streetscene on top of the 
existing one

“For in the true nature of things, if we rightly consider, every green tree is 
far more glorious than if it were made of gold and silver.” 
Martin Luther

He who plants a tree plants 
a hope
Lucy Larcom, “Plant a Tree”

“
”




